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Bleeding Women in 
Sacred Spaces: Negotiating 





This article focuses on the theological journeying of women ordinands in the Church of England, 
who have had to negotiate their belonging in the ‘pathway’ to Priesthood in ordination training. 
Attention is given to the extent to which the personhood of women is enabled to truly flourish 
in a theological education system that is dominated by men and predominantly patriarchal 
and Western theologising. It suggests that a gendered politics of belonging has been used and 
maintained through the socio-religious construct of ‘shame’ in order to maintain the boundaries 
of belonging within the formation process, and therefore calls for an en-gendered ‘pathway to 
the priesthood’. This is exemplified in a re-reading of the bleeding woman who dares to challenge 
the hegemonies of patriarchy and purity by touching the cloak of Christ in Luke 8:40-48. This 
research is part of an ongoing project with Common Awards at Durham University that explores 
barriers to belonging in theological education for those in training for ordination. It has therefore 
received ethical approval for interviews and participant observations.
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Introduction
The notion of a woman ‘knowing one’s place’ is something that women have had to 
negotiate and navigate throughout history, particularly in the history of the Church – 
after the likes of Paul as quoted in 1 Timothy 2.11-14 states, ‘let a woman learn in silence 
with all submissiveness. I permit no woman to teach or to have authority over men; she 
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is to keep silent’. It is only in the last seven years that all orders of the Church of England 
have been open to women, and this has not been an easy process, it has been a time of 
much hurt, contestation and debate. As Emma Percy remarks, following the vote to per-
mit the ordination of women into the Priesthood, ‘Bishops told the women not to rejoice 
too much, not to appear triumphant and to be conscious of the pain they were causing to 
others . . . many women, well socialized into this behaviour, duly conformed’.1 It has 
also become part of the formation process for ordinands to assent to the five guiding 
principles, that state that ‘on the grounds of theological conviction’ some within the 
Church of England, ‘are unable to receive the ministry of women bishops or priests’ and 
that the Church of England, ‘remains committed to enabling them to flourish within its 
life and structures’.2 The Church has promoted the concept of ‘mutual flourishing’, 
which as Percy notes, ‘has become a catchword for not asking the difficult questions but 
finding pragmatic ways of working, despite different views on the place of women’.3 
Consequently, women ordinands and clergy remain in an ambiguous position, with 
issues of inequality risk becoming further ingrained and embodied, as prejudicial views 
and patriarchal theologies are often able to go unchallenged theologically.
This article relies on ethnographic research, including classroom observation, struc-
tured interviews and informal conversations in order to gain a greater understanding of 
the experiences of women ordinands in the United Kingdom. Ethical approval for this 
research was granted from Durham University, and interviews took place with informed 
consent following strict guidelines. As with all theological research that includes explor-
ing the lived experiences of others, it is important to situate myself in the process, 
because, as Gerardo Marti has commented, ‘insights generated by participant observa-
tion are constantly at risk of imposition of personal presumptions and asserted “truths,” 
especially when researchers enter the field with strongly held convictions and compel-
ling worldviews’.4 My identity as an Anglican feminist lay person involved in the train-
ing of ordinands and theological education no doubt impacted my observations as it was 
in response to witnessing the inadequacy of the theological education to take seriously 
the lived experiences of women; Black and minority ethnic students; lesbian, gay, bisex-
ual, transgender, queer and intersex (LGBTI); and working-class students and ordinands 
that I began this research. I have, however, sought not to impose my own personal 
‘worldviews’ in this theological discourse, but rather to rely on qualitative research, 
inclusive of participant observation, structured and unstructured interviews and conver-
sations. An intersectional feminist theologising has enabled a methodological response 
to the bodily experiences of those in theological education who have experienced feel-
ings of unbelonging, shame and marginalisation as a result of their gender, class, 
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ethnicity and sexuality, as it challenges dominant models of theological discourse that 
have privileged certain bodies over others.
Focus is given to theological education in formation, as the role of theological educa-
tion is vital when developing the skills and insights required to contemplate God, self and 
‘other’. Such contemplations demand an identity-specific honesty, one that is born out of 
the experiences of the body – and as our bodies as women are often silenced, mocked, 
marginalised, abused, patronised and violated, it requires bringing these experiences to 
our contemplations on God and Scripture, in order to undress and expose the multiple 
patriarchal and misogynistic belief systems that have permitted and justified such actions 
against the bodies of women, and taught women to ‘know our place’ and ‘stay silent’. In 
doing so, theological education can employ pedagogies that enable the experiences of 
women to become ‘a major resource for the hermeneutical process of doing theology and 
reading the Bible’.5 There is a sense of urgency about such pedagogical processes, as it is 
only in the past 26 years that we have seen an increase in the number of women studying 
theology – particularly in relation to formational training for ministry. As Elizabeth 
Schussler Fiorenza remarks, ‘consequently women . . . still have to adopt the language 
and discourse of those clerical and academic communities that have silenced us . . . mar-
ginalised us and relegated us to the status of social, religious, and intellectual nonper-
sons’.6 It is for this reason that when it comes to considering barriers of ‘belonging’ in the 
Priesthood for women, it is important to locate the bodies of women in the ‘pathway’ to 
the priesthood, that includes the formational journeying through theological education – 
as education holds the potential either to re-enforce oppressive theologies and beliefs or 
liberate and celebrate the bodies of women in sacred spaces. As it is especially during this 
time that people contemplate the self, while discerning who they are before God.
Therefore, questions need to be asked as to whether Theological Education Institutes 
have enabled women to become ‘speaking theological subjects’ and to what extent the 
lives of women and all other marginalised peoples have been enabled to truly flourish. 
Because, as one ordinand who shall remain anonymous noted,
I am a working class woman who has given up so much to be here and follow my calling to 
serve Jesus, but I constantly feel like I don’t fit in. I can’t relate to the books I read, I feel 
uncomfortable speaking out when I don’t agree, I don’t want to say when I can’t make it to 
something because I have to look after my family member – because this just makes me look 
weak, and every doubt that the BAP had in me will be shown to be true.7
Women students are often forced to internalise their differences or individual needs as 
personal failures. This requires further exploration of the politics of religious belonging 
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particularly in relation to the formation process to the priesthood. As belonging within a 
religion means belonging to a social group, shaped by kinship, faith and identity, ‘it is not 
based solely on belief or religious conviction; rather it is grounded in the social culture’8; 
the boundaries of which are controlled by social and religious dogmatics that can enforce 
fixed notions of belonging, if the boundaries are transgressed, that can lead to feelings of 
isolation, guilt and shame on behalf of the ‘transgressor’. Particularly if religion is to be 
understood as ‘conformity’,9 then those who do not conform to imposed norms can be 
considered a threat – and conformity is often challenged on the grounds of gender, eth-
nicity and sexuality. It is for this reason that it is often women, LGBTQI and ethnic 
minorities within religious groups that remain silent in their feelings of non-belonging in 
order to be accepted. Those in positions of power within faith communities often adapt 
to religiously and socially constructed norms, and this comes at the expense of those on 
the margins of their faith communities. This is particularly the case in the formation 
process where ideal notions of priesthood are presented, and a ‘sacramental shame 
dynamic grows out of and serves to protect theologies that ground recognition of person-
hood in a particular binary understanding of gender and sexuality’.10 Theological educa-
tion, though, holds the potential to challenge such binaries, if it can be transformed in 
order to enable those who have been excluded and marginalised to ‘become speaking 
subjects and agents for systemic change’.11 This, as shall be discussed, requires an engen-
dering process where the experiences of women and other marginalised voices become 
the starting point for addressing notions of unbelonging in the pathway to priesthood, in 
order to challenge imposed norms that prevent ordinands and clergy from being true to 
their identities within their faith communities.
Shame and the Politics of Religious Belonging in the 
‘Pathway to the Priesthood’
The ways in which religious beliefs are lived out by individuals or groups are to a large 
degree determined by the extent to which the individual feels as though they belong in the 
religious group. Therefore, lived religious belonging is complex, as it forces us to con-
sider the multiple experiences of the individual believer in their quest to achieve a ‘feeling 
of being at home’.12 The politics of religious belonging is determined by multiple 
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boundaries, as each believer is affected by their social, economic and political location. 
The boundaries are what controls one’s authenticity in a fixed notion of belonging, and as 
Yuval-Davis remarks, the politics of belonging involves ‘the dirty work of boundary 
maintenance’13; such boundaries she notes, ‘sometimes physically, but always symboli-
cally, separate the world population into “us” and “them”’.14 This is visible in the colonial 
imagery where the indigenous subjects are degraded and subjugated, and in situations of 
religious oppression where the boundaries of class, gender, caste, ethnicity and nationality 
are used as a means of imposing a hierarchy of believers. The physical and symbolic 
boundaries of belonging in the politics of religion can be constructed in a way that present 
women as the ‘thems’, the ‘others’ and the ‘unbelongers’. Such boundaries strengthen and 
enable unequal social relations and therefore access to power. Shame is used as a mecha-
nism by which such boundaries of religious belonging can be maintained, and as Sally 
Nash highlights, shame in the context of Christianity, can be ‘personal, relational, com-
munal, structural, theological and historical’.15 Shame is an embodied reality that is fur-
ther impacted by one’s socio-political and economic status. The politics of religious 
belonging within the formation process to the Priesthood must therefore be explored 
through an intersectional lens, noting that ‘we cannot homogenise the ways any political 
project or claimings affect people who are differentially located within the same bounda-
ries of belonging’.16 As such, ethnographic research has proved vital in situating the con-
text for addressing issues of unbelonging in the theological education formation process.
Personal reflections of ordinands in training within the Church of England highlight 
the extent to which the personhood and identity of the individual is brought under scru-
tiny. As well as the role that shame plays in informing one’s sense of belonging in the 
pathway to the priesthood throughout the discernment and formation process – noting 
that ‘priesthood is not only about what a person does. It is also what a person is’.17 One 
ordinand’s narrative captures the extent to which power is abused within the structures 
and processes of the church:
Prior to going to BAP they asked me why I got divorced, I explained that we were married at 
18, that he was violent with me and that I could no longer take the abuse and so I had to leave. 
They didn’t take my word for it though, they had to interview members of my family and his to 
make sure I was telling the truth. I felt humiliated, I had to re-live the abuse over again, it was 
35 years ago that this happened and it was like another blow to my face. My confidence was 
shattered and so I decided to not carry on the process. I went back the following year because I 
still felt God’s calling. Now in training I still feel ashamed of my past, even though I wasn’t 
responsible for it.18
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The ordinand’s reference to feeling ‘ashamed’ has implications to her ‘feeling at home’ 
or rather feeling a sense of belonging within her training for ordination, as shame directly 
impacts the body politics of the individual. Her experience also highlights the extent to 
which the power structures of the Church, in this case the Bishops’ Advisory Panel 
(BAP), misused and abused their position of power, forcing her to relive her suffering in 
order to ‘prove’ herself worthy before them. The relationship between gender, power and 
shame is embodied in the lived experiences of the ordinand, as the politics of shame, 
particularly when applied to notions of Christian belonging is complex. We see this in the 
lived experiences of ordinands, where their gender, sexuality and ethnicity has implica-
tions for their belonging in a community, and the extent to which the power dynamics of 
those involved in the discernment process can impact one’s sense of belonging. Moon 
and Tobin remark on how ‘shame, dispensed unevenly and unjustly amid social hierar-
chies, often becomes an instrument of oppression, sometimes becoming instilled as a 
disposition in members of stigmatized social groups’.19 Such ‘shame’ was dispensed 
through the discernment process to interrogate the ordinand’s history of a violent rela-
tionship, domestic violence, abuse and divorce. Whether it was done subconsciously or 
consciously, the power dynamics isolated and shamed the ordinand, as the social and 
religious hierarchy brought about a feeling of unbelonging. The complexity of shame in 
the politics of religious belonging involves addressing the emotions attached to the per-
sonhood of the individual, and ultimately their fears of being unworthy, defective and 
deserving of rejection, as ‘shame indicates both a desire to hide or withdraw and a yearn-
ing for recognition and belonging’.20
For example, an ordinand who is a single mum narrated a constant sense of feeling 
judged by others within her residential training institute, her placement church and the 
wider church. She stated that, while it was never explicit, people would often make sub-
tle comments about the importance of marriage, and one of her tutors had offered to pray 
for her, that she might find herself a husband so that her children had the necessary role 
models.21 It is examples of such pedagogical practice and structural patriarchy that led 
Sally Nash to argue for ‘shame’ to be on the curriculum for theological education, as she 
notes, ‘ministerial education was unlike anything I had experienced before because of 
the power of others to write not just about what you can do, but also, more significantly, 
about who you are as a potential priest’.22 Students often do not feel as though they can 
speak out, even when they experience prejudicial behaviour, for fear of being reported as 
a ‘bad (potential) priest’, and as a consequence being thrown off the course (for which 
they might well have given up jobs), losing financial support, being marked as a failure 
– all in a context where there is no effective opportunity to appeal.
While there has been a clear desire and commitment within the Church of England to 
become more inclusive in regards to those who are put forward for ordination, the fact 
remains that both the discernment process and the theological educational ‘pathway’ to 
the Priesthood for the most part remain embedded within patriarchal structures. Those 
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who were previously not welcome are now entering territories that were not designed for 
them. Spaces where traditional, heteronormative, patriarchal theologies that have been 
used as a means of historically creating cultures of unbelonging for women, LGBTQI 
people and people of colour remain the norm for moulding priests in the formation pro-
cess. As a result, theological education remains to a large degree responsible for the 
boundary maintenance of those in training, at the potential expense of an ordinand’s 
freedom to transgress so that they are free to contemplate themselves in their fullness 
before God. Consequently, women in the Church of England might be welcome in the 
Priesthood, ‘but the welcome can still feel provisional and it comes with an expectation 
of gracious tolerance towards those who strongly believe that they should not be there’.23 
For Percy, the Church ‘has chosen pragmatic solutions rather than theological ones in the 
desire to keep a broad Church’,24 and this has come at the expense of personal notions of 
belonging for those in training for ordination.
A student who was openly gay, for example, expressed a fear of going on a placement 
at a church that explicitly preached against same sex relationships, but he was told that 
such a placement was vital if he was to experience the diversity of the church. The psy-
chological implications of this decision were not addressed, and this relates directly to 
what Moon and Tobin refer to as a form of toxic ‘sacramental shame’, that they argue is 
brought about by a religious community that ‘unjustly stigmatizes and shames a group of 
people’, creating a feeling of unworthiness and inequality for the stigmatised individual. 
The sacramental nature of the shame
complicates this dynamic by both posing as love and locating the shame in the shamed person’s 
own constant failures of will. It makes being recognized as a person – in the eyes of God and 
others – contingent on constant displays of will to change things most LGBTI people cannot 
change, instilling shame as an enduring, conscious mental state.25
The ordinand expressed a feeling of ‘fear’ at the notion of going to a place of worship 
where he would feel ‘despised’ and ‘dirty’. Such embodied emotions in the formation 
process are dangerous for the mental health of the ordinand if left ignored, as the indi-
vidual is left feeling guilty for their very being, and shamed from their cohort and com-
munity. The sacramental nature of the shame can risk leaving people feeling isolated 
from God. While such experiences enable an ordinand to have an insight into the breadth 
of the Church of England, if the theologies that underscore certain stances, for example, 
on homosexuality, are not undressed as part of the same training process, for example, 
by applying a queer theological analysis to the placement itself, then this denies flour-
ishing on the part of the gay ordinand, and shame can become ‘instilled as a embodied 
disposition’.26
But shame is itself multifaceted, as ‘feeling shame also indicates a desire to belong, 
confirms love, and provides the potential to reconstitute the self against systems of 
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oppression that partially constitute us’.27 Seeing shame as a mechanism of resistance is 
also embedded within liberative motifs of Christianity, as I shall come to discuss. This is 
particularly important when we come to exploring the liberative potential of theological 
education in the formation process that could instead offer critical theological dialoguing 
that enables true flourishing for both ‘belongers’ and ‘unbelongers’. In agreement with 
Emma Percy, there exists an underlying failure to think theologically about gender that 
has resulted in continued and profound inequalities in the Church’s treatment of women 
in leadership. The failure to think theologically and critically about the role of women 
and sexuality creates false impressions of idealised unity within the Church, which 
comes at the expense not only of women and LGBTQI people but also of those who 
oppose the ordination of women and believe homosexuality to be sinful. If theological 
education does not allow the space to transgress imposed norms, and think critically 
about dogmatic beliefs, then it simply accommodates patriarchal privileges and main-
tains fixed boundaries, while polarising individuals – leaving feelings of unbelonging, 
isolation and sacramental shame to go unchallenged.
Engendering Theological Education
Education is central to formation, as education ‘is one of the mechanisms by which 
social structures are reproduced . . .’. The sociologist of education Freire makes the 
point that education enables for ‘the transference of power and privileges . . .’.28 By 
applying such theory to the theological education institutes, we can witness how social 
structures such as classism, racism, patriarchy and sexism are reproduced. We see this 
in the curriculum, the reading lists, the staff representation and the methodologies of 
teaching. When we are taught Christian thought and Christian theology, it is dominated 
first by the Church fathers – Augustine, Origen, Anselm, Aquinas, Luther, Calvin – and 
then we move on to Moltmann, Niebuhr, Rahner, Gadamer. This is what has become 
known as ‘real’ theology. To quote the liberation theologian, Gustavo Gutierrez, ‘the 
history of Christianity has . . . been written by white, western, bourgeois hands’,29 and 
the same can be said for the vast majority of our theological curriculums and dominant 
theologies that shape the academic formation process into the Priesthood, as ‘what is 
said in Manila is relevant for the Philippines. But what is said in . . . Oxford or Yale is 
relevant for the entire church’.30 This is about an unjust distribution of power in theo-
logical education.
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It is for this reason that theological colleges around the world are doing theology dif-
ferently, as the Hispanic theologian, Ada Maria Isasi-Diaz describes, ‘to do theology is 
to free theology from the exclusive hold of academia; it is also a matter of denouncing 
the false dichotomy between thought and action so prevalent in Western culture’.31 This 
is why when we explore issues of belonging in theological education in the ‘pathway’ to 
ordination – we have to consider the narratives that have been excluded. As the African 
theologian Musa Dube puts it,
post-colonial and feminists subjects are confronted with the struggle against reading canons 
they did not write or select; against literary images that derogate their humanity and 
legitimize their oppression; and against institutions such as the school, the church and the 
government that they do not control, which exclude their texts and impose the texts that 
baptise their oppression.32
There is a need therefore for a pedagogy that is more inclusive, that recognises that learn-
ing and knowledge takes ‘place in the context of people’s lives and that people experi-
ence life differently’33; while also acknowledging that the theological education in the 
West remains dominated by White male scholarship that as Justo Gonzalez describes, ‘is 
taken to be normative, universal theology, to which then women, other minorities . . . 
may add their footnotes’.34 If theological education in the formation process is to decon-
struct imposed norms and move beyond boundaries that seek to prevent us from realising 
ourselves more fully in our contemplations on God, it must therefore be open to new 
possibilities.
In agreement with bell hooks:
The classroom with all its limitations remains a location of possibility. In that field of possibility 
we have the opportunity to labour for freedom, to demand of ourselves and our comrades an 
openness of mind and heart that allows us to face reality even as we collectively imagine ways 
to move beyond boundaries, to transgress. This is education as the practice of freedom.35
For women and students from minority backgrounds who have been held captive by 
male, Western, heteronormative, epistemological scholarship, there is an opportunity for 
new and exciting ways of doing and living theology, as more diverse groups of people 
enter theological education institutes. According to Lester Edwin Ruiz, theological edu-
cation institutions in many way ‘re-present society’. As such, it is ‘more necessary than 
ever’ to re-think the role of theological education,
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‘because they are already implicated in society as sites for practices that shape human experience 
– for thinking, feeling, and indeed, acting – and, as sites of contestation, of contending 
perspectives, commitments, values, about the good, the true, and the beautiful which are 
necessary in the articulation of theological curricula adequate to the needs of the 21st century’.36
If it is the task of theological education ‘to motivate, equip and enable the people of God 
to develop their gifts’,37 then we need to be asking the question of how this is to be done?
One of the ways in which women can better negotiate their theological belonging in 
the pathway to ordination is through the ‘engendering’ of theological education. 
Engendering is not simply discussing gender studies, or adding ‘feminist, womanist, 
mujerista or other women’s theologies of liberation’ to the curriculum. It involves sys-
tematic analysis of the way in which women exist in a particular context, structure and 
institute and demands an acknowledgement of classism, racism and sexism: ‘engender-
ing theological education flows from a recognition of these imbalances and seeks ways 
to transform them’.38 Ellen Blue, for example, in her article, ‘Should theological educa-
tion be different for clergy women?’ addresses the fact that theological education is leav-
ing women, in particular, ‘unprepared to deal with resistance to their presence in 
ministry’.39 This is further supported by Ministry Division’s recent report into clergy 
wellbeing in the Church of England, where it was revealed that women clergy struggled 
with ‘mental stress, isolation and guilt’, and as one woman noted in the report,
‘mentally, yeah, I don’t know, I’m tired. And it’s tiring having to balance all those different 
expectations and wear all those different hats, and sometimes I feel like I don’t wear any hats 
particularly well, so, you know, church leader, ordinand, mother, wife – it’s hard’.40
In response to such lived realities of women clergy, Blue developed an engendered 
curriculum, that included modules that were specifically for clergy women in training, 
although open to all, in order ‘to help women form their identity as women ministers’. 
She brought in ordained guest speakers, who had worked in numerous church contexts, 
and ‘each began by recounting some of her journey in ministry’. The practice of story-
telling is important in a feminist pedagogy as personal narratives in education ‘give 
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context, provide examples and public stories, and their use in education’.41 Blue taught 
her class the importance of a hermeneutics of suspicion, she offered space for student-led 
content, she used pastoral resources developed by other women and highlighted that 
women’s ministry is different as a result of their gender and centuries of patriarchal sub-
jugation. Katherine Paisley highlights this reality when sharing her experiences in her 
first parish, stating, ‘my very existence was confrontational to their understandings of 
life and the Church. I didn’t actually have to do anything confrontational, just showing 
up on Sunday morning to preach did it’.42
According to Timothy Willem Jones, such experiences relate to traditional notions of 
witnessing women in sacred spaces, noting that sacred spaces in churches are marked 
by the ‘ordering of the objects and persons’, and those spaces have been historically 
ordered by gender. This can be witnessed in the protests that occurred when women 
began joining the choirs of the Church of England in the 1880s, which the likes of the 
renowned theologian Henry Liddon described as ‘grotesque’. The taboo against women 
in sacred spaces determined that women were not permitted to preach or serve, or even 
take the collection into the sanctuary. Women were deemed too impure, as ‘sexual dif-
ference in the ordering of ecclesiastical ritual and space’ had become ingrained and 
normalised into Christian ecclesiology.43 What we see here is boundary maintenance in 
the politics of religious belonging, where dominant hegemonies used sexuality and 
purity in order to shame the bodies of women. Proponents for the ordination of women 
noted the irrational nature of such purity taboos. This was supported by Professor 
Grensted, the Nolloth Professor of Philosophy of the Christian Religion in the University 
of Oxford, on his giving evidence to the 1935 Archbishop’s Commission, where he 
wrote that ‘the admission of women to Holy Orders, and especially to the ministry of 
the sanctuary, is so commonly regarded as something shameful. This sense of shame 
cannot be regarded under any other light than as a non-rational sex-taboo’.44 He main-
tained that arguments against the ordination of women into the Priesthood were shaped 
solely by emotion and tradition, as opposed to rational or theological thought, and that 
concepts of purity in relation to menstruation were used in order to maintain the status 
quo, and shame the bodies of women. Despite such arguments, it was maintained by the 
authorities of the Church, inclusive of Athelston Riley, secretary to the English Church 
Union, that female clergy would be ‘simultaneously rejecting orthodox Marian models 
of female piety and desecrating sacred space in the church’.45 In response, many femi-
nist theologians have sought to create a politics and lived theology of religious belong-
ing for women in the church.
The process of engendering education offers the opportunity to explore the theologi-
cal arguments and diversity of opinions over the role of women in sacred spaces as such 
beliefs and stances continue to impact the embodied religious and priestly belonging for 
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women ministers. By their very presence, women in the ‘sanctuary and chancel have 
challenged the gendered ordering of sacred space and of the social and theological rela-
tionships performed in that space’.46 In agreement with the South African womanist 
theologian Beverley Haddad, ‘the role that gender plays in the transformation process 
should not be an afterthought to transformation, but lies at the heart of the process’.47 
Engendering theological education involves ensuring that ‘all voices are heard – particu-
larly the whispering and silent voices’.48 One of the ways in which the classroom can 
enable engendered transformative pedagogy on the subject of women in sacred spaces is 
through critical readings of Scripture, as the bodies of women are theological and politi-
cal categories, and it is the unnamed women of Scripture that often narrate the most radi-
cal narratives of faith.
Bleeding Women in Sacred Spaces
Take, for example, the story of the haemorrhaging woman in the Gospel of Luke who 
through a feminist re-reading is an example of a bleeding woman in a sacred space, 
navigating a patriarchal religious world, and claiming identity-specific power through 
faith in Christ. The story narrates how as Jesus was making his way through the crowds, 
a woman who had been subject to bleeding for 12 years, and who doctors had failed to 
heal, came behind Christ and touched the edge of his cloak, and immediately her bleed-
ing stopped (Luke 8: 42–48). Jesus then searches for the person who has touched him 
and taken power from him. And the woman ‘seeing she could not go unnoticed’ comes 
out in trepidation; among the crowds of people, she announces it was she who touched 
him, and that she had been instantly healed. Christ announced that it was her faith that 
healed her.
The woman’s body becomes symbolic within the text as a site of struggle and shame; 
she remains silent, she bleeds, she breaks down social barriers of purity by touching the 
cloak of the man they call the son of God. Such bodily actions in women’s religious lives 
cannot be emphasised enough. It is the agency of the woman who claims authority in her 
declaration that it is she who has touched the cloak of Christ. Displaying ultimate faith, 
she claims power – a ritual power of healing. She, like the women of the Church today, 
has negotiated her faith in the midst of her life. And what she displays is ultimately her 
relationship with Christ, a relationship shaped by ‘vulnerability, justice, truth and love’, 
a relationship that is both personal and political.49 These actions are particularly impor-
tant when we consider the bleeding woman as a woman who has existed on the bounda-
ries of her faith community, as someone deemed impure for both her gender and bodily 
bleeding – and therefore shamed into a feeling of socio-religious unbelonging. And yet 
she transgresses the fixed boundaries by touching the cloak of Christ, who feels his own 
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power taken from him. The Church is often guilty of shaming those who transgress the 
boundaries of religious belonging, who challenge the status quo. And yet in the gospels 
it is often those who have been marginalised by the religious elites and in their shamed 
bodies enter sacred spaces to touch the body of Christ, that are rewarded for their faithful 
resistance, whether it be the sex worker at Christ’s feet, or widows who throw back their 
coins or the bleeding women who enter sacred spaces to touch the cloak of Christ; they 
are the ones who Christ recognises for their faith, they are the ones who transgress fixed 
notions of belonging, and are representatives on earth of the shamed and broken body of 
Christ.
Paul Avis comments that this text outlines how ‘Jesus intentionally and overtly 
abolished the Old Testament purity regulations . . . which impinged drastically on the 
sphere of women and the erotic . . .’.50 While this is the case, it is also worth recognis-
ing that it was the unnamed woman in the text who is also prophetic; it is she who 
breaks the boundaries, reaches out and is received and her glorious body celebrated. 
Sometimes it takes a bleeding woman to enter a sacred space, and in faithful resistance 
reach out and touch the cloak of Christ. In trepidation, bravery and faith, she knew her 
place – a bleeding prophet in a crowd, a body of resistance, a symbol of hope and 
change. This woman had to navigate her faith in a system dominated by patriarchy and 
purity; women ordinands today navigate religious spaces, but the spaces that they navi-
gate have been defined for them by a system that for over 2000 years did not permit 
women to have a voice. And this is especially important when we consider selfhood in 
the discernment and formation process to the priesthood, as for too long, Western the-
ologising has treated theological education as though it were an ‘objective science’ 
whose authority stems from the West and is shaped solely by male elites, when our 
theologising and our contemplations on God are born out of particular perspectives 
and shaped by the day-to-day needs and struggles of those engaged.51 As women dis-
cern their calling, it involves contemplating ‘their deep sense of an existential inter-
connection between themselves and the divine’.52 We therefore need to be asking the 
question of whether the formation process in theological education has truly accepted 
the ordination of women – are their narratives and life experiences being taken into 
consideration in the pedagogies of theological formation? Because, as Anna Mercedes 
notes, ‘there are too many examples of lives shattered by the teaching of the churches 
in combination with unjust situations. Christian rhetoric can be dangerous, and has 
been particularly for subjugated persons’.53 Ordinands carry their own stories, their 
own personal narratives of life, and very rarely are those who train them fully aware of 
all the details. Yet the stories are so vital because they involve the selfhood of the indi-
vidual and ‘selfhood is engendered’.54
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Conclusion
The consciousness of women ordinands and all other marginalised peoples must be liber-
ated from dogmas that have throughout history degraded them. As Lavinia Byrne notes,
I believe that the problem for women is that the Christian tradition has been less open to human 
differences than the Gospels are; the tradition has thought it necessary to set up half of the 
human family at the expense of the other . . . one consequence is that, as women, we have been 
forced to define our identity in ways that lead us to deny that identity.55
Christian theology and tradition has the potential to exacerbate violence against women, 
and the psychological dimension of exclusion and feelings of non-belonging cannot be 
overlooked. It is for this reason that we must be free to explore the liberative narratives 
of our Scriptures, to witness where women have navigated their identities in Christ in 
cultures that have not necessarily been on the side of women. The issue here is that 
Christian theologising has a history that spans over 2000 years and missing from its 
chapters are the voices of women. So, the question must be asked – are we seeking 
greater participation in a patriarchal structure, and if so – how do women find space 
within a system, that is, a theological education system, that was not created for us? Or, 
are we seeking liberation from within – so that we may theologise from our particular 
social locations, from our own bodies, bodies that Christian theologies have for centuries 
determined unworthy and ‘refused to attribute the fullness of the imago dei . . . noting 
that not only could women not represent God to the Christian community, they could not 
represent the generically human – before God or before the community’.56 In doing so 
we may come to ‘know our place’ as one of struggle – but a struggle that will help shape 
a formation process to priesthood that enables true flourishing.
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